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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Hello Lovely 

 

Welcome to Transcending Your Fears To Abundance 

You are here to go beyond your worries, doubts, stress and fears. All of these blocks that 

keep you stuck in a pattern of lack and wondering just where your abundance is. 

 

Let’s face it, life can be really hard. We have to face our adversities, challenges, pay our bills 

and try to smile even when we are feeling depleted in all areas of our life. 

 

Our soul's lessons and challenges become burdens that block our joy happiness and 

abundance. 

 

What makes matters worse is when we do try and change our situation by doing something

we think will help, we end up running into more blocks that cause us to second guess and 

overthink our decisions. That's when we really sink lower in our despair and end up 

completely discouraged from taking the steps to change. 

 

To add to this, our loved ones can also play a large part in challenging our mindset to make 

these changes. Their fears and doubts add to the stresses we already carry. Their worries 

become our burdens. And eventually, we give in to those fears and keep on living in the 

same lack of abundance routine. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

I have experienced all of this, and I can tell you that as sensitive souls we feel our loved 

ones pains and fears and take them on personally. We try and make them happy, we fix, 

we become reactive, and shut down. 

 

This is the story I once led, and one I see play out with so many of my clients, and it ends 

up leading to our resentfulness. 

 

My name is Jeanne Street, and if we haven’t already met let me take a moment to tell you

a little bit about myself. 

 

I am Spiritual Medium, healer and author. I am a Catholic girl in an Angel world. My 

work is God based, meaning I align with the Divine and channel loving energy, messages 

and guidance from Spirit that are meant for healing. I offer clear, insightful ways in 

which you can re-charge your life to live fully aligned in God’s love. 

 

My lack of abundance came from a deep-seated belief system that had built up over 
many years. 

 

I full-on believed that I would never be successful or have a high-paying job because I 

had not done well in school, and didn’t attend college like my peers. I fueled this lack of 

belief in myself with continued failures that I kept experiencing. One of those failures I 

carried with me for years was the choice to drop out of hairdressing school. I tortured 

myself with mean words and thoughts of being a loser that couldn’t even make it out of 

beauty school… I was a beauty school dropout. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

This energy moved with me through time, into my married life and my life as a mom - 

and it had no boundaries of where it would show up. I looked at other moms and women 

that seemed to have it all together and judged myself because I did not. I had no faith in 

myself whatsoever. 

 

I had what is called ‘imposter syndrome’. Feeling like a fraud, doubting who I was, and 

internalizing the fear of other people finding out I was a loser. 

 

The feelings of that contained energy lived within me and mirrored outward through 

my thoughts and actions. 

 

Breaking down the walls of those deep-seated thoughts, emotions and feelings took time. 

Once I learned how to heal each of them I was able to transcend through the pain and 

witness the love that was awaiting my arrival. 

 

Love is the key to the foundation of a healthy life. Where love is absent there is a form of

suffering left in place. That suffering is what we build up in our thoughts, emotions and 

feelings. 

 

I had built the foundation of not being smart or enough and self-loathed rather than 

loved who I am. This was how I lived, and in return I experienced lack. 
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TO HELP YOU GET STARTED TRANSCENDING YOUR FEARS, I’VE CREATED SOME 

JOURNAL PROMPTS THAT WILL HELP YOU IDENTIFY WHERE YOUR BLOCKS MAY

BE HIDING. 

JOURNAL PROMPTS 

1. WHAT WOULD YOU LIKE TO FOCUS ON SHIFTING IN THIS WORKSHOP? 

 

2. WHAT PART OF YOUR LIFE ARE YOU EXPERIENCING A LACK OF ABUNDANCE? 

 

3. DO YOU HAVE A HEALTHY RELATIONSHIP WITH A SIGNIFICANT OTHER? 

 

4. WHAT ARE THE PATTERNS THAT KEEP REPLAYING IN YOUR LIFE? 

 

5. DO OTHER PEOPLE INFLUENCE YOUR DECISIONS? 

 

6. DO YOU FOLLOW THROUGH WITH YOUR DECISIONS? 

 

7. ARE YOU A SELF MOTIVATED PERSON? 

 

8 THE IDEA OF CHANGE CAUSES YOU TO... 

 

TRANSCENDING  FEAR TO ABUNDANCE
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Abundance is the energetic form of  love, and manifests in many ways. From abundant 

relationships, life experiences, work, happiness, health, wealth and just about anything else

you can think of that brings joy to your life. 

 

When we experience lack, there is always an underlying reason as to why we are not 
receiving love. 
 

Through my connection to Spirit, I have been able to heal those fears that bound me to the 

lack energy, and I’m going to share with you how you too can transcend your fears and 

welcome your abundance in by doing what I call the “you work”. 

 

The “you work” is the time you spend on your well-being to learn, heal, grow and evolve. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

BREAKING DOWN THE BLOCKS 

The common problem we  experience from lack of abundance is a physical and emotional 

manifestation of our self worth. The Angels say there is no problem to fix, rather there is an 

inner pain in need of healing. 

 

We can dream of abundance, even to the point of how we will feel once we receive it. We 

can hope for our abundance to come through feeding our “ifs”   

If we make the right connections,  if we learn new skills, if we leave the painful relationship,

if we forgive the past, if. If. if. And after all our efforts and ifs  there is still no change and no 

abundance coming in. 

 

There is now a denial that sits with us. A belief that other people are meant to receive that 

one hopeful thing we hold within. Even if we shove that abundant dream deep down 

within us, what we are actually doing is denying our souls truth. 

 

The truth is every living soul equal. 
Meaning we are equally capable of connecting with Source… God energy.  Our pattern is in 

denial. Denial that we are equal. Denial that we can receive. Denial that love is equality. 

 

Therefore the block we each have is believability. We can break down our pain, our past, 

our thoughts, our belief system and what we will see is no matter what our back story is, no 

matter where we’ve come from or our current life situation we believe we are less than in 

some way, shape or form. 

 

Internal energy creates the external flow. What we think not only in our mind but also 

within our being, is what flows in and out with each and every breath we take. Our life is 

then a reflection of our inner being. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

In our state of lack we turn to outside vises as a way to self soothe our internal pain. Such as 

with food to have the feeling of being full, when we really want to be filled with love. Or 

with substances that numb our feelings, what we really want is to our pain to be validated. 

 

We can begin the shift of lack to abundance by participating in healing our inner energy. 

Through the action of Gratitude we go beyond the logic mind and open our heart center. 

This one simple action step when practice consistently will fill our inner being with love 

energy. Our thoughts become happier and hopeful as well as our internal body begins to 

release the structured walls created by conditioned teachings, belief systems, judgments, 

anger, false teachings and so on. 

 

While in meditation I asked Jesus to share with me the levels of healing. His Divine answers

are below, Jesus said that these are our individual Miracle Moment of Love… 

 

1. Choice. When make the choice to heal we are choosing God’s love. 

2. Participation. When we take action and participate in our healing, we are choosing love. 

3.Align. When we align with our highest self and what God wants for us, we choose love. 

4. Seeing. When we see our souls truth , we choose love. 

5. Thinking, When we shift our thoughts from fear to love. We are choosing love. 

6. Feeling. When we allow our feelings to rise and release them to God, we choose love. 

7. Hearing. When we hear with an open heart and mind we choose love. 

8. Smell. When we smell the beauty in nature, we choose love. 

9. Knowing. When we trust our intuition we choose love. 

10. Witnessing. When we live in the moment, we choose love. 

11. Extending. When we share love we choose love. 

12. Being. When we self love we shine love, we choose love. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

I will share with you a beautiful prayer of surrender that will help you release and let go 

and then we will go on to my #1 go-to meditation for calming fear. 

 

First, here is what the Angels have taught me about prayer and meditation. 

 

Prayer is our way of talking to God. 

Through prayer, we can ask for love, support and help for ourselves and our loved ones. We

can also offer gratitude and appreciation to God. 

 

Meditation is how we hear God speak to us. 
During meditation, we can slow down our mind and body and open to hear God’s loving 

guidance through our senses. 

 

Makes sense, right? 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Surrender Prayer: 
Dear God, 

Thank you for loving me and guiding me to experience this moment. Today I come to you, 

with my mind and heart fully open to experience Your Love. I surrender any and all fears 

that are holding me in a negative pattern. I ask you, Dear God, for the rise of my inner 

strength, courage and confidence to heal the separation from experiencing Your abundance

in my life. 

Amen 

 

Next, we will set our personal intention for the meditation. 

 

A little note about intention… 

 

Our intention to be connecting and communing with Divine love is the goal. Intention, as I 

tell my clients and students, is your most important tool. Without a clear intention to 

connect to God, or source energy, we are open to receive lower vibrational energy. Lower 

vibrational energy consists of negative, fearful, dark, even evil, energy. We set intention by 

choosing where our focus aka intent, is directed to. 

 

Intention suggestion: Dear God, 

I align my mind and body to align with your Divine love during this meditation. 

Amen 

 

From my new book titled Angels Don’t Lie, I’m sharing with you my number 1 go-to 

meditation for stopping fear, it’s called Surrendering to Love.  
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Surrendering to love 

 

Begin cycle breathing, inhaling in through your nose and exhaling out through your mouth

as you adjust your body into a comfortable position keeping your spine straight. 

 

Let your thoughts float by as you engage your inner vision and bring your awareness 

inward, following your inhalation in through your nose to the count of 5 and slowly 

exhaling to the count of 5 out through your mouth. 

 

Feel your belly rise and fall with each cycle. 

 

Close your eyes as you place the palms of your hands on your upper chest. 

 

Breathe in through your nose until you feel your chest rise under your palms. 

 

Repeat this mantra: I am the grace of God. 

 

Hold the breath for a count of 5 before slowly releasing it out through your mouth. 

Repeat the mantra again: I am the grace of God. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Now it’s time to sit and write in your journal. If you haven’t already done so, you can 

download the Transcending Fear To Abundance workbook and use the journal prompts I’ve

created just for this exercise. 

 
 
JOURNAL PROMPTS 

 

1. WHERE IN YOUR BODY DID YOU FEEL THE BLOCK? 

 

2. DESCRIBE HOW THIS BLOCK APPEARED TO YOU. 

 

3. WERE YOU ABLE TO INVITE THE LIGHT OF LOVE TO DIMINISH THE BLOCK? 

 

4. WHAT EMOTIONS CAME FORWARD? 

 

5. WHAT MEMORIES AND FEELINGS CAME TO THE SURFACE? 

 

6. CAN YOU SEE A PATTERN REPLAYING IN YOUR LIFE? 

 

7. WRITE DOWN YOUR PERSONAL SURRENDER PRAYER FOR THIS PATTERN. 

 

8. CAN YOU FEEL THE DIVINE LOVE YOU INVITED IN FILLING THIS SPACE WITHIN 

YOUR BEING? 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Taking time to reflect within our journal about the experience, feelings and emotions that 

arise in our body is key to discovering the layers and patterns of belief systems that keep us 

stuck in lack. 

 

Once we discover a pattern that doesn’t serve our well-being we can then begin the 
healing process. 
 

Keep it real and kind. When we are breaking down the walls of blocks we can experience 

mixed emotions and a fear response. Our goal is not to self-loathe and go back, rather it is to 

go directly through this pain point in order to be on the love side of the lesson it is teaching 

us. 

 

Our pain point is sensitive, so be on the lookout for the fear tones that show up triggering 

old response patterns. You are standing with Love now, and Love will support you as long as

you remember to choose it over fear! 

 

By participating in your well-being, doing your “you work” and utilizing these three 

powerful tools of prayer, meditation and intention you will begin to experience the flow 

Divine love in your life. 

 

These positive shifts can be witnessed within your journal as you take time to transcribe 

your feelings, thoughts and emotions after you practice these transformational tools. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

Overcoming the separation from Divine love will take time. 

 

‘Rome wasn’t built in a day’ is how the Angels have helped me to overcome what I view as 

setbacks. We will all experience our inner Shmego with judging tones rising to the surface as

we are healing our past perceptions, beliefs and habits. The key to our success is to stay 

present in our spiritual wellness. Granted this is not always easy with a busy life. 

 

Teaching ourselves to transcend our pain isn’t a one-time event. 

 

I know we would like it to be so. The thing is, our blocks weren’t formed overnight, 

therefore our healing takes time, patience and support. 

 

One of the most helpful components of healing comes when our pain is validated. When we 

can be seen and heard and guided to release the energy, rather than continually holding it 

near and dear. Validation is not about being a victim of our life events or circumstances, 

rather it is being held by others with an open and compassionate heart, loved for who we 

are and held in supportive prayer as we practice our “you work” 

 

The techniques, tools and meditation I’ve shared with you today are how I have been able to 

transcend my blocks and painful patterns. I have welcomed in new loving abundant 

relationships, work that aligned with my soul’s passion, became a best-selling author and 

created sacred space for others to do their “you work” with Goddess Youniversity and the 

extra support of a Goddess Membership. 

 

We are all on different levels of our healing journey. When I first began Goddess 

Youniversity I offered a Goddess Membership to my clients as an extension of the work we 

were doing together in private sessions. The Goddess Membership acted as a supportive tool 

and learning space for healing. 
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TRANSCENDING FEAR TO ABUNDANCE

The truth to be told, I hadn’t fully grasped how incredibly beneficial the love, support, 

validation, tools and master classes would be to the Goddess Members until I started 

receiving loving messages from members. 

 

I have worked with many women who were once exactly where you are now. Unhappy, 

unfulfilled and longing to connect with their abundance and live a more purposeful and 

passionate life. 

 

“I now have a deeper understanding of life, as well as myself." 
~ Nichole 

 

“Goddess Youniversity is my new personal development tool. The different paths in the 
Masterclasses – Inspired, Invest, Shine – helped me to find the alignment I needed for self- 
love and personal growth. Goddess Youniversity offers so much more with videos and a 

member only Facebook page. Everyone can use personal development and Goddess 
Youniversity is my new go-to resource.” 

~ Casey 

 

And Mary told me, “Goddess University has enriched my life! Jeanne’s book, classes, videos
and emails help me to strive to live a life of love gratitude and joy. What a gift!!” 

 

Feedback like this fuels my purpose and passion within me to share even more! 

 

You don’t have to go on your spiritual journey alone. 
 

I’d like to be there for you on your journey, that’s why I created the Goddess Membership 

especially for you. 
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Goddess Membership is an online community hosted by me (supported by guest experts) 

where members come together from all over the world to learn, grow and heal without 

having to leave the comfort of their own homes. 

 

In the Goddess Workshops, we go deep and rise to our true authentic self - you’ll receive in- 

depth Master Class trainings through videos, live Q&A sessions, downloadable workbooks 

and monthly online workshops. 

 

Goddess Member Colleen describes it perfectly… 
"You won't merely be talking about or reading about a subject, you’ll be participating in 

using what you learn so it is integrated mentally, physically and spiritually in such a way 
that it becomes a part of you. Jeanne will guide you to recognize and trust your intuition 

which is your divine inner knowing unique to each of us". 
 

“Investing in yourself is the best investment you will ever make. It will not only improve 
your life, it will improve the lives of all those around you.” 

~ Robin 

 

If you are ready to change your life, transcend your fears and step into abundance and love,

your Goddess Membership is waiting for you. 

 

PLUS: When you become a Goddess Member today you’ll also get these amazing bonuses: 

 

* A 60-min LIVE Online webinar with Angel Messages and guidance session! 

 

* A Personalized Spiritual Gift pack from me that I mail directly to you! (Limited supplies) 

 

During the bonus LIVE Online event, I will channel messages and guidance, answer your 

questions and offer insights that will support you. 
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